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Imaging findings of critically ill patients with 
COVID-19 pneumonia: a case series
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Case reports
Between 25 January 2020 and 7 February 2020, 22 
patients admitted to Princess Margaret Hospital, 
Hong Kong had diagnosis of severe acute respiratory 
syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) infection 
confirmed by real-time reverse transcription 
polymerase chain reaction of nasopharyngeal aspirate 
and throat swab. Of them, three (13.6%) patients 
required intensive care unit (ICU) admission. Their 
clinical and laboratory data as well as computed 
tomography (CT) images were reviewed.
 Herein, we review the findings from 
unenhanced CT scans of the thorax and serial chest 
radiographs in these three patients with coronavirus 
disease 2019 (COVID-19). The aim of the study was to 
provide insights into possible prognostic indicators 
of COVID-19 from an imaging perspective.

Case 1
In January 2020, a 68-year-old woman with travel 
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history to Wuhan, China, was admitted to out unit 
presenting with fever, productive cough, and sore 
throat. Blood test results showed elevated C-reactive 
protein (CRP) level (72.9 mg/L, reference range  
<5 mg/L) and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) level 
(295 U/L, reference range <250 U/L). 
 A CT scan of the thorax showed peripheral and 
subpleural involvement of ground-glass opacities 
(GGOs) and consolidations with interlobular septal 
thickening giving rise to a crazy-paving appearance. 
These abnormalities involved all lobes with a 
posterior predominance. No pleural effusion or 
mediastinal lymphadenopathy was evident (Fig 1a).
 Initial chest radiograph showed moderate 
bilateral air-space opacities with lower zonal 
predominance (Fig 1b). Subsequently, the patient’s 
condition deteriorated with worsening dyspnoea 
requiring increasing oxygen support. Serial chest 
radiographs showed progression of the air-space 
opacities (Fig 1c). However, costophrenic angles 
remained sharp despite disease progression, 

Case RepoRt

FIG 1.  Case 1. A 68-year-old woman with travel history to Wuhan, China, presenting with fever, productive cough, and sore throat. (a) Computed 
tomography thorax showing interlobular septal thickening within the ground-glass opacities giving rise to the crazy-paving appearance (white 
arrowheads). (b) Chest radiograph on day 2 after admission showing patchy air-space opacities in bilateral lower zones without significant pleural 
effusion. (c) Chest radiograph on day 5 after admission showing progressive increase in bilateral air-space opacities involving bilateral upper and mid 
zones in addition to known lower zone opacities
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indicating the absence of significant pleural effusion.
The patient was admitted to the ICU for intubation 
due to respiratory failure.

Case 2
In February 2020, a 64-year-old woman with travel 
history to Bangkok, Thailand, was admitted to out 
unit presenting with fever and dyspnoea, but no 
upper respiratory tract symptoms. Blood test results 
showed leucocytosis (12.6 × 109/L, reference range, 
3.7-9.2 × 109/L) and elevated CRP (244 mg/L) and 
LDH (683 U/L) levels. 
 A CT scan of the thorax showed peripheral and 
subpleural involvement of GGOs and consolidations 
with interlobular septal thickening giving rise to 
a crazy-paving appearance. These abnormalities 
involved all lobes with a posterior predominance. No 
pleural effusion or mediastinal lymphadenopathy 

was evident (Fig 2a and b). 
 Initial chest radiograph showed extensive 
air-space opacities with lower zonal predominance 
(Fig 2c). Subsequently, the patient’s condition 
deteriorated with worsening dyspnoea requiring 
increasing oxygen support. Serial chest radiographs 
showed progression of the air-space opacities (Fig 
2d). However, costophrenic angles remained sharp 
despite disease progression, indicating the absence 
of significant pleural effusion.
 The patient was admitted to the ICU for 
intubation due to respiratory distress and rapid 
deterioration.

Case 3
In January 2020, a 56-year-old man with travel 
history to Wuhan, China, was admitted to out unit 
presenting with fever and productive cough. Blood 

FIG 2.  (a) Case 2. A 64-year-old woman with travel history to Bangkok, Thailand, presenting with fever and dyspnoea, but no 
upper respiratory tract symptoms. Computed tomography (CT) of the thorax showing multiple patchy consolidations (black 
arrowheads) with subpleural involvement. No pleural effusion. (b) CT scan of the thorax showing bilateral ground-glass opacities 
(white arrows) and bronchial wall thickening (black arrow). (c) Chest radiograph on day 2 after admission showing patchy air-
space opacities in bilateral mid and lower zones with no significant pleural effusion. The patient quickly deteriorated, requiring 
intubation. (d) Chest radiograph after intubation on day 3 after admission showing significant progression of the air-space 
opacities with lower zones more markedly affected than upper zones
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FIG 3.  (a) Case 3. A 56-year-old man with travel history to Wuhan, China, was admitted to out unit presenting with fever and productive cough. 
Computed tomography of the thorax showing posterior predominance of ground-glass opacities and consolidation without pleural effusion. (b) Chest 
radiograph on day 4 after admission showing patchy air-space opacities in bilateral mid-to-lower zones with no significant pleural effusion. (c) Chest 
radiograph on day 8 after admission showing progressive increase in bilateral air-space opacities predominantly involving mid-to-lower zones

test results showed lymphocytopenia (0.7 × 109/L, 
reference range 1.1-2.9 × 109/L) and elevated CRP 
(33.2 mg/L) and LDH (266 U/L) levels.
 A CT scan of the thorax showed peripheral and 
subpleural involvement of GGOs and consolidations. 
These abnormalities involved all lobes with a 
posterior predominance. No pleural effusion or 
mediastinal lymphadenopathy was evident (Fig 3a).
 Initial chest radiograph showed mild to 
moderate air-space opacities with lower zonal 
predominance (Fig 3b). Subsequently, the patient’s 
condition deteriorated with worsening dyspnoea 
requiring increasing oxygen support. Serial chest 
radiographs showed progression of the air-space 
opacities (Fig 3c). However, costophrenic angles 
remained sharp despite disease progression, 
indicating the absence of significant pleural effusion.
 The patient was admitted to the ICU for 
escalating need of high-flow nasal oxygen; intubation 
was not required.

Discussion
The current COVID-19 outbreak was first reported 
in Wuhan, China, in December 2019.1 On 23 January 
2020, the first two confirmed cases of COVID-19  
infection were reported in Hong Kong.2 In our 
patients, we observed a high frequency of occurrence 
of consolidations in addition to GGOs. The lesions 
showed bilateral peripheral involvement with initial 
lower zone predominance in all cases.
 Multifocal peripheral GGOs in all of our 
patients are in keeping with findings of other recent 
studies on patients with COVID-19.3,4 This is also 
consistent with infections caused by other members 
of the betacoronavirus genus, including SARS-CoV5 

and Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus 

(MERS-CoV).6 The presence of GGOs were 
reported to be up to 86% and 87% in the recently 
published reviews of patients with COVID-19 
pneumonia.3,4 Different patterns of GGOs have been 
described in patients with COVID-19 pneumonia, 
with predominant posterior and peripheral lung 
distribution of GGOs being the most commonly 
described pattern.4 Such distribution is in line with 
observations of our patients but is less frequently 
reported in other non-coronavirus pneumonias.4

 In contrast, consolidation is a much less 
common finding (ranging from 29% to 59%) in 
published studies of COVID-19 pneumonia.3,4 
These studies included patients with varying 
disease severity. Since we only included critically 
ill patients requiring ICU admission, we postulate 
that the presence of consolidation can reflect a more 
aggressive disease, presenting a potential predictive 
feature for poorer prognosis. This observation is 
supported by a recent case review of COVID-19 
pneumonia that found patients admitted to the ICU 
were more likely to have larger areas of bilateral 
consolidations on CT scans.3 On the contrary, GGOs 
are the main manifestation of patients who have 
milder disease.3 Pure GGOs without consolidations 
were reported in 77% of patients in another recent 
study.4 In addition, studies of MERS-CoV infection 
have also suggested that the presence of confluent 
consolidations is a radiological feature that might be 
predictive of poor prognosis.7,8 
 A limitation of the present case series is the 
limited sample size. Further studies with a larger 
sample size should be conducted to identify relevant 
radiological prognostic factors to confirm our initial 
findings.
 Pleural effusion and mediastinal 
lymphadenopathy were absent in all of our cases. 
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This is consistent with the low occurrence of these 
findings in other studies of patients with COVID-19 
pneumonia. In one recent study, none of the patients 
were reported to have pleural effusion or mediastinal 
lymphadenopathy.3 In another study, pleural effusion 
and mediastinal lymphadenopathy were reported in 
8% and 6% of patients, respectively.4 Previous studies 
of MERS-CoV infection found that pleural effusion 
may indicate poorer prognosis.7,8 However, this 
finding was absent in our patients.
 All of our patients suffered from relatively 
rapid clinical deterioration with aggravation of 
air-space opacities on serial chest radiographs 
with GGOs and consolidations on CT scans of the 
thorax. Acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) 
was found to be involved in a case series of patients 
with SARS-CoV infection.5 The authors of that case 
series concluded that the radiographic and CT 
findings of bilateral GGOs or consolidations and 
the rapid progression seen in some of their patients 
were consistent with ARDS, as autopsy findings of 
those deceased patients showed histological features 
identical to ARDS.5 This pathophysiology may 
also be applicable to COVID-19 pneumonia. This 
requires further verification by future studies with a 
larger sample size.
 To conclude, we reported the radiological 
findings of three critically ill patients diagnosed with 
COVID-19 requiring ICU admission in Hong Kong. 
The presence of consolidations on CT of the thorax 
possibly indicates a more aggressive disease, and 
such observations are in line with the literature.
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